Temperature-induced selective death of the C-domain within angiotensin-converting enzyme molecule.
Somatic angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE) consists of two homologous domains, each domain bearing a catalytic site. Differential scanning calorimetry of the enzyme revealed two distinct thermal transitions with melting points at 55.3 and 70.5 degrees C. which corresponded to denaturation of C- and N-domains, respectively. Different heat stability of the domains underlies the methods of acquiring either single active N-domain or active N-domain with inactive C-domain within parent somatic ACE. Selective denaturation of C-domain supports the hypothesis of independent folding of the two domains within the ACE molecule. Modeling of ACE secondary structure revealed the difference in predicted structures of the two domains, which, in turn, allowed suggestion of the region 29-133 in amino acid sequence of the N-part of the molecule as responsible for thermostability of the N-domain.